THE PRODUCT
The Continuum Bonded
solution combines multiple 4G
services from different
carriers into a single high
performance internet
connection, with Quality of
Service, as standard.
Delivered in a portable and
ruggedised unit that can be
plugged in the moment it
arrives on site, Continuum
provides rapid, high
performance Internet services
to users.
Continuum is available for a
short term or temporary
contract to suit individual
projects and time frames.

ABSOLUTE LIVE PRODUCTIONS HAD TO ADJUST ITS FOCUS FROM
LIVE STREAMING TO PROVIDING REMOTE SOLUTIONS, FOR PEOPLE
TO USE FROM HOME, DURING THE ONGOING GLOBAL PANDEMIC.
They discovered that not everyone working remotely had the
necessary Internet connection to support live streaming. They required
a solution that provided a fast, reliable and secure connection that was
accessible to everyone.
Comms365 provided temporary, portable and managed bonded 4G
solutions, enabling instant high performance Internet connectivity.
“Comms365 was the perfect solution for us. They delivered the Continuum
cellular bonded system directly to the door with no hassle. It was easy to
set up and connect to our own equipment, and the Continuum produced
upload and download speeds well above the threshold of what our clients
would need.
When we needed to ask specific questions or extend the rental period
beyond what had been previously agreed, there was always a member
of the team readily to talk to us. Futhermore, when our team reported
Internet speeds below what was required, a member of their tech
staff was able to remotely re-optimise the system for the location and
bring the speeds back within a comfortable range. The Continuum system
supplied us with fast, reliable Internet for all our streaming needs.
This cellular bonded solution and the team behind it are exceptional.
Comms365 provides not only the equipment, but the personal touch
that makes working with them a truly excellent experience.”

“
CONTACT US

. . . the team behind it are exceptional. . .
We will definitely contact their team again
should we need another reliable solution for
network connectivity.

“
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